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15-Aug - Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav on Curious Times

What’s Buzzing At NCS GoA?

Dear Students and Parents of NCS Goa, 

Here’s what is buzzing at NCS, Goa this week.

7th to 13th November 2022

Events and Happenings

The week’s proceedings began with the culmination of 
the Ganit Week. Students of classes I to XII exhibited 
charts and models made by them. Top three winners of 
Mathemind were awarded certificates and trophies 
during the special assembly. Students of classes XI and 
XII presented a skit on differential calculus, while 
students of classes IX to XI performed mathematical 
jingle. Three students of the school participated in the 
preliminary round of All Goa Inter School Quiz 
Competition, organized by Rotary Club of Panaji 
Mid-Town. Results are awaited. All students, teachers, 
admin staff and support staff of the school underwent 
POCSO training from team IRIS. Workbooks related to 
the topic were distributed to students of classes I to V. 
Three teachers attended a faculty development 
programme at Navy Children School, Kochi. Students 
were also felicitated for the quiz competition conducted 
by 3D infinity. ThinQ participants were felicitated by INS 
HANSA & Goa Naval Area for their valuable 
participation. Our sports team are gearing up to travel 
for the CBSE Cluster games.
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Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM

5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi
MY Expressions From Students of NCS, GOA

MY BEAUTIFUL SCHOOL
Anusuya Kanwar Rathore

1 D

I love my beautiful school                           
Here teachers are so fun and cool
They teach, guide and share
Like my family they care. 
English is a mountain
With my teacher it’s just a fountain,
Hindi always brought my tears,
My teacher made it beautiful like deer;
EVS is like an aeroplane,
My teacher make me land on a safer lane.
Maths is a big tussle,
My teacher makes me win that hustle.
I love my beautiful school
Here teachers are so fun and cool.

THE TINY DETECTIVE
Aryan Singh

ID

I live in NOFRA II, Chicalim, Goa at my home. 
The tiny detective in this house is myself – Aryan 
Singh. Once, the tiny detective asked a question 
about the deep ocean and if there is any living thing 
in the deep ocean. 

The tiny detective along with his father jumps 
in to the ocean in his dream to find out. He finds 
Whales, Sharks, Jelly fish, Star fish, Octopus also 
Crabs and so on. Now, the tiny detective knows that 
there exists living things in the ocean. It has been a 
memorable dream for him. He has also shared his 
dream with his friends.

FUN WITH BLOCKS
Ashish Gosalia

I D

Playing with Blocks is my favourite pass time. I feel it is the best play for kids, as it is a 
creative type of game, in which I can make different models of house, school, tower, a 
city and so on. It keeps me engaged for a long time and also it strengthens my brain 
muscles. Blocks are very attractive because of its shapes, sizes and colours. I enjoy 
and have fun as I make, break one figure and create another using the same blocks. I 
have made different things, shapes using my different blocks. One can do different 
activities using blocks, as my mother uses them to teach me concepts of maths. All 
kids should be given blocks to play, learn and have fun. 

JUNGLE ADVENTURE
Srisha 
VIIC

We drove deep into the jungle. Suddenly, the wheels of our jeep got stuck in the mud. 

A moment later, we heard a loud roar in the distance, after hearing this we were 

scared. We tried to dive away but it could not come out of the mud. For a while we 

thought let us explore and see from where the sound came, after a while we saw that 

there was a cub trying to come out of that sticky mud and was roaring for help. We 

thought to help it but it was a risk, as he would harm us. But we did not help him later. 

First, we went ahead to find anyone nearby but no one was there so we called 

rescuers there. Later, the same evening they came and without harming the cub they 

took him out and soon the lion came there searching. The mother thought we would 

harm him but she held her cub in the mouth and ran away. That day no one was 

harmed. We all also asked for help to get our jeep out and thanked them. We all drove 

safe home. After the camp, when we reached home we saw on the television that the 

lion and the cub had escaped from the zoo and ran to the jungle nearby. But when the 

people were chasing them, they got separated. When I heard the news, I contacted 

the zoo and told them. Thankfully they had taken the cub back to the zoo and were 

not harmed; also they were cared for in a proper way.

Keshika 
V C

Vaidehi Dessai
 III B

Ishita Patel 
VII C

Sanvi Saiprasad Naik
 VII C

https://curioustimes.in/magnetic-swing-diy-science-experiment/
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Serendipity

the occurrence and development of events by chance in 
a happy or beneficial way

Word to know
“Good friends, good books, and a Naitik conscience: this 

is the ideal life.”
- Mark Twain

Quote 

Paris 2024’s Olympic and Paralympic mascots! WHAT’S INSIDE?

& much more..

APEC Summit 2022!

MP’s Dinosaur Park seeks Geopark! 
status!

NASA’s Artemis 1 launch succeeds!

Manika Batra triumphs at the 2022 
Asia Cup Table Tennis!

Japan – International Travel Diaries!

Did you know?

Do not miss the amazing stories, Videos and art 
from budding writers, scientists and artists on 
MY EXPRESSIONS, JokesPoke, Word of the day, 
tongue twister, quotes and fun facts. Check out 
our events 
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Watch other exciting Dance day posts and 
videos  at curioustimes.in/me

Light up your world!

Siddhi Gupta
9, DLDAV Model School, DELHI

Kanak Mehra
9, DLDAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi

student news reporter
Click to participate Click to Participate

Send christmas 
greetings

Schools Contact us

Ankita Agarwal  is interested in 
the economics of developing 
countries & doing volunteer 
work.

Shruti Sharma has a  master’s 
degree and had been  studying 
for the civil services exam for 
the past four years. 

Gamini Singla has  a degree 
in Computer Science. Her 
childhood ambition was to 
become an  IAS officer.

Mithali Raj announces retirement!

Students Participate here!

The Olympic and Paralympic mascots for the Paris 2024 Games, the Phryges, have been revealed. As per 
Olympic authorities, “They are so French, love to party, and are always up for a good time.  The mascot’s 
name should be pronounced “fri-jee-uhs.”  Olympic Mascots portray the Olympic spirit and welcome 
athletes and tourists  

The eyes of the mascots are said to be mischievous and full of emotion. Also, they will have the Paris 2024 
logo in gold across their chests. It is a well-known object in France and is seen as a sign of freedom there.  
Also, the Phrygian cap is a strong symbol of the French Republic.  

The Olympic Phryge is defined as a tactician with a calculating brain. The Paralympic Phryge is 
spontaneous and full of energy and passion. In addition, the two mascots have a motto that reads, “Alone 
we move faster, but together we go further.” Both versions of the Phryge have the same name. It is also 
the first time that a mascot for the Games has had a visible impairment. The fact that the Paralympics 
mascot has a visible impairment encourages inclusivity. 

The Summer Olympics of 2024 will be held in Paris, beginning on the 26th of July and running until the 
11th of August. After then, the dates for the Paralympics have been set for the 28th of August through the 
8th of September.

The event will take place at a wide variety of renowned Parisian venues, including the Grand Palais and 
the Eiffel Tower, which will each play host to a specific component of the gathering. The organisers of the 
event have stated that the opening ceremonies will not take place in the stadium but rather in the city itself.

Schools Participate Now!

https://www.curioustimes.in/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=sep11
https://curioustimes.in/news/paris-2024s-olympic-and-paralympic-mascots/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=24nov
https://curioustimes.in/me/
https://curioustimes.in/light-up-your-world/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=30jul
https://bit.ly/3F4VMjz
https://curioustimes.in/me
https://curioustimes.in/me/?utm_source=newspaper,?utm_campaign=issue117
https://curioustimes.in/the-creative-challenge-season-2/
https://curioustimes.in/the-creative-challenge-season-2/
https://curioustimes.in/contact-us/
http://curioustimes.in/me
https://curioustimes.in/contact-us/
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit :  Twitter

Around the world

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) is a group of 21 
economies around the Asia Pacific Region that work together to 
promote free trade in the region.  As the 2022 APEC Summit came to 
a close, leaders from Asia and the Pacific region criticised war and 
repeated their calls for open trade.  

The APEC leaders also asked Russia to stop fighting in Ukraine and 
promised to help the economies in the area grow in a way that is 
sustainable. At the summit, there were events that gave political 
leaders a chance to talk to each other in person. 

The leaders called for more use of clean energy and food systems 
that are good for the environment. There were also talks about illegal, 
unregulated, and unlicensed fishing. In addition to improving public 
health, and making it easier to get vaccinated. The next year, the 
summit will be held in San Francisco, which is in the United States. 
Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-Ocha gave Harris an official 
“handover.” This was in the form of a symbolic bamboo basket in the 
form of a “chalom”.

People are asked to vote for Oxford’s Dictionary word of 2022.  They 
can choose to vote for either “goblin mode,” “metaverse,” or 
“#IStandWith. It’s the first time Oxford Languages has ever let the 
public vote on its annual list of the word of the year. They believe that 
people all over the world are “the true judges of language.”  

Scholars think the word “metaverse” represents a conceptual future. 
From hybrid work in VR to debates about the morals and practicality 
of an online-only future. The number of times this word was used in 
2022 has nearly tripled compared to last year.

They also went on to say that “#IStandWith” acknowledges the 
“activism and discord” that have been defining characteristics of 
2022. 

The expression “goblin mode,” refers to the concept of defying the 
expectations that our society places upon us. This is in favour of 
doing whatever one desires to do. 

The voting polls will close at 00:01 am on December 2nd.

APEC Summit 2022!

 

Image Credit : Twitter

People choose 2022 
Oxford’s Word of the 
Year!

Image Credit : Twitter

Beijing is closing up a number of parks and museums as the number 
of COVID-19 cases increases.  As per news reports, in China’s 
capital, the number of cases has reached an all-time high. This puts 
the government’s recent promise to relax its “zero-Covid” policy to the 
test. China is fighting a new rise in cases across the country.   

China recorded more than twenty-five thousand COVID-19 cases.  
This brings the total number of cases closer to when the pandemic 
was at its peak in China.  Nearly fifty per cent of the total number of 
reported cases are from the south and southwest.  In addition, cases 
have reached an all-time high in Beijing, the nation’s capital. This has 
prompted government authorities to request more people to remain in 
their homes.

As per expert analysts, the reopening of public places could be a 
back-and-forth process. Due to the fact that policymakers may back 
down after noticing rapid rises in cases and societal disruptions. Even 
after adjustments in targeted COVID techniques, China still has some 
of the tightest COVID limitations in the world.

Beijing closes 
public spaces amid 
COVID-19 cases!

 

Hundreds of people have been hurt by an earthquake on Java, which 
is the largest island in Indonesia. The US Geological Survey says that 
the quake was 5.6 on a scale of 1 to 10. It happened at a shallow 
depth of 10 km and hit the West Java town of Cianjur.  Many people 
were helped at the scene, and others were taken to hospitals nearby. 

The region that was hit by the earthquake is densely inhabited and 
prone to landslides. Also in many parts, houses are poorly 
constructed. Thus these houses were quickly turned to rubble by the 
earthquake. It is yet unknown how many individuals have been killed 
as a result of this event. The governor of West Java stated that the 
tragedy had resulted in the displacement of more than 13,000 people. 
In addition, more than 2,200 homes had been destroyed. 

As a result of the earthquake, the power to local hospitals was cut off. 
Therefore, many of the injured were treated outside in the parking lot 
of the hospital. The quake was also felt in Jakarta, the capital of 
Indonesia, which is around 100 kilometres distant. As a result, 
residents in high-rise buildings had to be evacuated.

Image Credit : Twitter

An earthquake jolts 
an Indonesian 
island!

https://www.curioustimes.in/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=sep11
https://curioustimes.in/news/william-shockley-february-13-1910-august-12-1989/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=18feb
https://curioustimes.in/news/heavy-rains-cause-floods-in-central-china/
https://curioustimes.in/news/happy-birthday-darwin/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=18feb
https://curioustimes.in/news/apec-summit-2022/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=24nov
https://curioustimes.in/news/people-choose-2022-oxfords-word-of-the-year/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=24nov
https://curioustimes.in/news/beijing-closes-public-spaces-amid-covid-19-cases/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=24nov
https://curioustimes.in/news/an-earthquake-jolts-an-indonesian-island/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=24nov
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit : Canva

India news

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

In Madhya Pradesh, India, dinosaur bones have been found for 
centuries. The Dinosaur Fossils National Park is located in Dhar, 
Madhya Pradesh  Dinosaur Fossils National Park is where dinosaur 
bones were first discovered in Asia. Nearly 10 hectares contain varied 
fossilised organisms.  The vast collection of fossils dates all the way 
back to the Cretaceous period (around 60-100 million years ago).

After the dinosaur mass extinction, experts believe these unusual 
fossils were preserved in the Deccan plateau lava. Some of the 
artefacts found belong to dinosaurs that ate plants and dinosaurs that 
ate meat. In addition to dinosaur tracks, fossils of huge trees and 
dinosaur nests and eggs have been found. Also, fossils from the sea, 
like shark teeth and oysters, have been found. 

Thus, the geological history of the Dinosaur Fossils National Park is 
abundant with fossils. According to the authorities, a “Global 
Geopark” tag would bring more people to the park. This would help in 
the development of the local economy. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Donyi Polo airport in 
Arunachal Pradesh. This airport is the first building in the state of 
Arunachal Pradesh to be built completely from scratch.  It takes 15 
kilometres to get to the Donyi Polo airport from the state capital, 
Itanagar. 

This will make it possible for commercial flights to link the state on the 
border to other cities in India.  Also, people from other parts of 
Arunachal Pradesh will be able to take a helicopter to the airport. 
Donyi Polo Airport is the fourth airport in Arunachal Pradesh that is 
open for business.  

During the event to start the project, Prime Minister Modi also gave 
the country the 600 MW Kameng Hydro Power Station. Because of a 
project that involved building a power station, Arunachal Pradesh 
hopes to become a state that has more electricity than it needs.  

This project fulfils India's green energy goals. It will also strengthen 
the National Grid.

MP’s Dinosaur Park 
seeks Geopark 
status!

 

Image Credit : Twitter

Arunachal’s 
energy-efficient 
airport!

Image Credit : Twitter

The opening of the Kashi Tamil Sangamam was led by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi. The event will take place over a month at the 
Banaras Hindu University amphitheatre ground in Varanasi.  

The Prime Minister said that Kashi and Tamil Nadu have been 
important to our culture and civilization for a long time. He said that 
both Sanskrit and Tamil are among the oldest languages that have 
ever been used.  In addition, the Prime Minister stated that Kashi and 
Tamil Nadu have always been sources of art.

The goal of the programme is to honour, reaffirm, and rediscover the 
ancient connections between Tamil Nadu and Kashi. Tamil Nadu and 
Kashi are two of the oldest places of learning in the country. In 
addition, various exhibitions will feature items from the two regions, 
such as handlooms, handicrafts, books, cuisine, and tourism spots 
among other things. 

This effort aligns with NEP 2020's goal of integrating traditional and 
modern Indian knowledge.

Kashi Tamil 
Sangamam elevates 
“Ek Bharat 
Shreshtha Bharat!”

 

Srinagar’s Smart City Project intends to give the valley a 
much-needed facelift in six months.   Srinagar will see numerous 
firsts like enhanced city and water transportation, the safeguarding of 
historic buildings, and pedestrian-friendly walkways and markets.  

The Polo View market is revamped into a high-end market. A 
four-kilometre-long cycle path will also be built here. The city’s 
Jhelum riverbank will be raised in stages, which will make it easier for 
people to get to the old city by boat. 

Srinagar's modern infrastructure will compete with the best.Soon, 
Wi-Fi hotspots and electric rickshaw charging stations would be 
everywhere. Srinagar's traffic regulation will improve with online 
parking, and an Internet-controlled intersection lighting.

Shalimar Bagh canal is also being renovated. The projects are 
50-60% complete or nearing completion, according to officials.

Image Credit : Canva

Srinagar’s Smart 
City project!
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
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magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit : NASA

Space & Technology

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

NASA sends out Artemis I, its most powerful rocket. The rocket ship 
won’t need a crew to go around the moon and back.  Its goal is to 
send astronauts back to the surface of the moon this decade. So as 
to build a permanent base there so that future trips to Mars can start 
from there.  The launch is a big step because the last mission to the 
moon was almost 50 years ago.  

The primary objective of the first Artemis mission is to conduct a 
rigorous demonstration flight for the Space Launch Vehicle 
(SLS)-Orion vehicle. The Artemis programme will last for 25 days. It 
intends to drop CubeSats on the moon’s surface. And then continue 
to fly nearly 60,000 kilometres beyond the moon and finally return to 
Earth. 

On December 11, the capsule is scheduled to be submerged in water 
after its mission. This trip will test the limits of the vehicle’s design in 
order to demonstrate that it is safe and reliable enough to carry 
astronauts. If the mission is successful, Artemis II could make a 
round-the-moon trip in 2024.

Dr Berhanu is in charge of a group that is trying to figure out how to 
find it on the moon. It is possible to move water from Earth, but it is 
expensive and not very effective. Researchers also think that water 
from the moon could be used to make fuel for rockets. 

And because of this, it would be possible to use the moon as a place 
to start space travel in the future. This would get rid of the need for 
the huge rockets that are needed to get away from the pull of gravity 
on Earth. 

Dr Berhanu and his team are developing a compact spectrometer.  
This device will make it possible to locate water sources on the moon. 
Berhanu states that in the past traces of water on the moon have 
been detected. The spectrometer will enable the detection of water 
molecules that are on the smaller side. 

As there is a limited amount of space available on a lunar journey, it 
is essential that any objects that are intended to go on the expedition 
be scaled down in both size and weight. The research has secured 
funding to build a working model. 

NASA’s Artemis 1 
launch succeeds!

 

NASA’s probe to 
find water on the 
Moon!
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In the near future, you will be able to search online in nearly all 
modern Indian languages.  Google will make it possible to search for 
close to three million scientific and technical terms in all modern 
Indian languages.  The goal is to produce an official vocabulary in 
Indian languages that may be accessible to anyone by a simple 
Google search.  

The knowledge base will include references to nearly 3 million 
scientific and technical phrases.  Thus students, teachers, writers, 
translators, and anyone else who works with modern Indian 
languages will have access to this kind of terminology whenever they 
need it.
  
The National Education Policy outlines India's new education system. 
It promotes mother tongue and local language learning. The NEP will 
promote Indian languages at every level of education, including 
primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. The learning materials could 
be apps, workbooks, textbooks, movies, plays, and others.  So far 
work is in progress on 22 official languages.

Modern Indian 
languages will be 
searchable online!

 

An old meteorite could help scientists figure out how water came to 
be on Earth.  The space rock hit the driveway of a family home in a 
town in England.

The water in the meteorite is made up of chemicals that are very 
similar to the chemicals that make up water on Earth. In addition, the 
rock is 4.6 billion years old which means it was around when the sun 
and planets were first formed. This space rock is rare as it has a lot of 
carbon in it. Also, it was picked up just a few hours after it hit the 
ground. Because of this, it is one of the cleanest meteorites that can 
be used for research. 

The scientist’s research shows that 11% of the meteorite’s mass was 
made up of heavy water (an isotope of hydrogen).  The ratio of 
hydrogen to heavy water in the meteorite’s water was the same as 
the ratio in water on Earth.  This is strong proof that the water in the 
meteorite and the water on Earth came from the same place. The 
rock contained amino acids. Amino acids make up proteins, life’s 
building blocks.

Image Credit : Natural History Museum

4.6 billion years old 
meteorite 
reexamines Earth’s 
water origins!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit : Canva

Science & Discoveries

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

People took part in the first clinical trial ever to use blood made in a 
lab. First-time human red blood cells have been successfully made in 
the lab and given in a clinical trial.  This new way to make blood 
involves getting the blood cells that are already in a blood sample to 
turn into new red blood cells. 

This opens the door to developing transfusion therapies for people 
with very rare blood types. Blood transfusion is the process of putting 
blood into a person’s vein so that it goes straight into their 
bloodstream. 

Ten healthy participants were given lab-made blood. An average red 
blood cell lives 120 days. After then, it's replaced. Donated red blood 
cells contain young and elderly cells. Because lab-grown transfusions 
contain just new cells, they may allow for smaller, less frequent 
transplants. 

Medical experts say that this research sets the stage for making red 
blood cells and help people with diseases like sickle cell.

Paleontologists uncover prehistoric footprints on a beach in Spain. 
The footprints are estimated to be about 300,000 years old.  Expert 
analysis revealed that they were made just before the Ice Age. There 
are also animal tracks, but most of them are in the wettest places.  

The eighty-five-plus footprints were discovered on a beach in Spain. 
The measurements of the prints indicated there were teenagers and 
younger children, some as young as six years old. Human tracks 
were made by walking up to and away from the water. Researchers 
think that some of the birds may have even taken a few steps into the 
water. Some of the footprints in the shallow water indicate that they 
were children.

Researchers used drones and technology to piece together 
high-definition photographs at the discovery site.  They also recorded 
and created a digital model of the tracks before the sand once again 
buried them within a few days of their discovery. The footprints 
constitute an essential piece of evidence for comprehending human 
presence in Europe over the majority of the Pleistocene.

First lab-made 
human blood test!
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Discovery of 
300,000-year-old 
footprints!
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On the 100th anniversary of King Tut’s tomb, archaeologists dig up 
hundreds of tombs and mummies that were buried there.  
Archaeologists have found the pyramid of an ancient Egyptian queen 
who was not known before. In addition a large number of coffins, 
mummies, and other artefacts. As well as a network of tunnels that 
connect to each other.

Archaeologists also concentrated their efforts on a pyramid that was 
located nearby. This pyramid was associated with Teti, who was the 
first pharaoh of Egypt’s Sixth Dynasty. Upon opening the coffins, the 
researchers found the mummies to be in rather decent condition. 
Despite the fact that so much time had passed since they had been 
preserved. 

Some coffins have two lids, and the most astounding coffin we’ve 
seen so far includes a mask of a woman that’s made entirely of solid 
gold,” said an archaeologist. When the Grand Egyptian Museum in 
Giza opens the following year, artefacts from the site will be on 
display.

Near Tut’s tomb, 
glorious relics 
discovered!

 

Researchers discover the sixth mass extinction. About 550 million 
years ago, there was an explosion of life in the oceans of Earth.  But 
during that time, eighty percent of life on Earth disappeared, leaving 
fossils. A recent study demonstrates that these fossils point to Earth’s 
oldest worldwide extinction.

To investigate, scientists compiled a database of Ediacaran fossils 
from previous studies. Researchers think Ediacaran animals may 
have kept surviving after conditions that created fossils halted some 
550 million years ago. The researchers listed 70 creatures. Only 14 
species survived after 10 million years. 

All of the species had one thing in common: their body plans had a lot 
of surface area compared to their size. This can help animals live in 
places with little oxygen. This result reveals that the Ediacaran period 
may have ended in a mass extinction driven by a lack of oxygen in 
the ocean. The work helps us understand the long-term effects of 
oxygen-deficit events on ecology and geology, says the lead 
researcher.

Image Credit : Canva

When did the sixth 
mass extinction 
happen?
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 
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Sports & Entertainment

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!
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At the Asian table tennis competition in 2022, Manika Batra gets a 
bronze medal. She is the first woman from India to win a medal at an 
International Competition.  

The Asian Table Tennis Union is an organisation that oversees the 
sport of table tennis across Asia. The International Table Tennis 
Federation is an organisation that acts as a governing body for each 
of the country's individual table tennis associations.

The ITTF and the ATTU work together every year to host the 
ITTF–ATTU Asian Cup. Asia Cup is a table tennis tournament. 
Bangkok, Thailand is host to the 2022 Asia Cup.  

Batra had lost to Mima Ito by a score of 2-4 in the semifinal match. 
Even though she had already lost, she still played in the bronze 
medal match. Monika played against Hina Hayata and beat her by a 
score of 4-2. Hina has won three Asian titles and is ranked sixth in 
the world. Hina lost to Batra in a series of games. The scores were 
11-6, 6-11, 11-7, 12-10, 4-11, and 11-2.

 

Manika Batra 
triumphs at the 
2022 Asia Cup 
Table Tennis!

Image Credit : Twitter

The Frenzy of the 
2022 FIFA World 
Cup!

Image Credit : Twitter

The 2024 Olympic Games will be held in Paris. The organisers said in 
an announcement that the city would have a Flying Taxi service ready 
before the Games.  In Paris, a brand-new electric flying taxi flew for 
the first time and worked well. So, the city is working to get the whole 
service up and running before the Olympic Games in 2024.  

The German company Volocopter is making the electric “helicopter” 
that will be used as an air taxi. The public was shown the passenger 
terminal, an area for taking off and landing, a mission control area, 
and a hangar for the vertiports.  The air taxi has room for two people 
and their bags. 

Additionally, it can fly for up to three minutes at a time. It can go up to 
30 kilometres per hour.  The speed was reached on a 500-meter-long 
path at a height of 30 metres. 

Aviation and rules agencies support the project. Thus, Volocopter 
plans to get its planes approved by the middle of next year (2023). 
Thus by the 2024 Olympic Games, it will begin commercial rides. 

2024 Olympics may 
have flying taxis!

 

India won the third and final Twenty20 match by the Duckworth-Lewis 
method on Tuesday to win the three-match series 1-0. India bowled 
New Zealand out for 160 in 19. 

Arshdeep and Siraj worked well together and shared eight wickets 
between them during the match. Arshdeep (4/37) and Siraj (4/17) led 
India to a spectacular recovery. This is after New Zealand appeared 
to be in control of the game with a score of 130 for two in the 16th 
over. When play was paused due to rain, India’s score was 75 for 4, 
putting them in a perilous position. At that point in time, it was a 
Duckworth Lewis par-score. 

The game was called off at that point and finished in a draw. 
Suryakumar Yadav’s spectacular series-winning hundred in Tauranga 
and Siraj emerging as a formidable T20 option in good conditions. 
The initial match was completely wiped out, while the last game also 
suffered owing to adverse weather.

Image Credit : Twitter

Team India 
triumphs against 
NZ in T20 series!

Qatar is hosting the 2022 FIFA Football World Cup.  A native group 
from Kerala will attend the FIFA World Cup to watch the games live.  
The group is one of many football fans in India who are extremely 
passionate about the sport. 

India’s football fans love to show how much they love the game and 
their national team. They play games while wearing their favourite 
team’s jerseys. Also, make predictions about who will win the 
championship. Last but not least parade through the streets in 
colourful processions when their team wins. 

Fans of the soccer player Lionel Messi have put a life-size cutout of 
him in a river in Kozhikode. Cutouts of Cristiano Ronaldo and 
Neymar also have their cutouts. Expats living in Kerala support 
teams celebrate in public while wearing colours associated with 
their favourite team. Authorities from FIFA couldn’t help but tweet 
about the passion of the fans for the game.
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.
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Don’t Miss these

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!
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In the Philippines, every inch of space at Batasan Hills National High 
School is carefully used. The school with 18,000 students is in charge 
of educating the growing number of people in the Philippines.  The 
Philippines’ young population could give the country big new chances 
to grow its economy. 

There isn’t enough space to fit nearly eighteen thousand students. 
So, classrooms have been split in half to make room for groups of 
students. The authorities have made use of the space under the 
stairs. In addition, there are special entrances and exits and lanes for 
passing people to help with the crowds. Furthermore, the school has 
to run two shifts. 

The management of logistics, which includes everything from the 
staff’s access to the canteen to the availability of parking spots for 
their vehicles, is a never-ending game of juggling. The country is 
among eight nations predicted to account for half of all global 
population growth by 2050. Despite facility pressures, economists 
see the country's large youth population as an opportunity.

Heinz’s redesigned ketchup bottle cap is recyclable. Researchers at 
Heinz took nearly 185,000 hours, eight years, and 45 iterations to 
perfect the plastic cap.  The designs were manufactured on a 
cutting-edge 3D printer. In the end, Heinz decided to go with a design 
that offers the same level of performance but is immediately 
recyclable. 

Market research indicated that Heinz’s silicone stop valve is better 
than those of other brands. This is because it enabled a perfect, 
continuous stream of uninterrupted ketchup. Also, the ketchup never 
flowed out over the side of the container. 

However, because of the original silicone valve, recycling the top was 
“extremely difficult.” According to the company’s spokesperson, “the 
biggest challenges were addressing the challenges of the current one 
and meeting the needs of our consumers.” This led the research 
team to do through nearly 45 iterations. In the end, they decided to 
go with a polypropylene design. The caps could be implemented on 
Heinz bottles in the UK in 2022..

A school educates 
18000 plus in the 
Philippines!

 

Image Credit : Heinz

Heinz’s 
biodegradable 
ketchup bottle cap!
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A wildlife photographer trekked for nearly 165-kilometre to catch a 
glimpse of a snow leopard.  And get some amazing photos of it in the 
wilderness.  Kittiya Pawlowski went hiking in Nepal on a variety of 
rough terrains to try to find the rare snow leopard. 

Kittiya Pawlowski is a wildlife photographer from the United States. 
Her trek top spot the leopard started in the Himalayan terrain of the 
Annapurna Conservation Area. She travelled through Sagarmatha 
National Park, a number of towns, and river valleys. She has posted 
pictures of the elusive snow leopard on her Instagram account. The 
elusive creature is sitting on the edge of a canyon. It’s on a crevasse 
overlooking Phantom Alley’s ice pinnacles. 

She also travelled through a frozen lake bed carrying heavy 
photographic equipment. Her lens captured the white mountain 
slopes sparkling as though they had been seeded with diamonds. 
The snow leopard is one of the most difficult animals to photograph. 
They are also referred to as “Ghosts of the Mountains” because they 
are difficult to spot.

165 km trek to 
photograph a snow 
leopard!

 

Volunteers worked hard to get rid of rats on the island of Tahiti, and 
now the island has been declared rat-free.  The Tetiaroa Atoll is no 
longer home to rats thanks to a huge operation that got rid of two 
invasive species that were destroying the ecosystem.  An atoll is a 
ring-shaped island with a lake of salt water in the middle is called an 
atoll.  

The task took more than three years to complete. Tetiaroa Atoll used 
to be home to two types of rats: black and Polynesian rat. Both of 
these rat species caused damage to the ecosystem in the area. 

An island conservation team led efforts to to get rid of all the rats on 
each of the 12 islands that make up the atoll. More than sixty staff 
members and volunteers worked to clear nearly 260 km of paths 
through the undergrowth. So that rat poison could be evenly spread. 

The team hopes that the island’s positive effects on the marine 
environment will lead to coral reefs getting better and marine life 
growing.

Image Credit : Canva

This Tahitian island 
has no rats!
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William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
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After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Japan is an island nation located in East Asia, surrounded by the Sea 
of Japan in the East while the Pacific Ocean lies to its West. The 
language spoken is Japanese.  Well-known companies such as 
Toyota and Honda are all from Japan! 

Japan is widely known for its many forms of martial arts such as 
Karate and Judo. In addition to the popular manga cartoons such as 
Naruto!  In Japan, politeness is crucial, but enormous bowls of 
noodles must be eaten loudly. Slurping shows you’re having fun and 
keeps noodles from getting too hot. 

Many Japanese celebrate Christmas, but the traditional foods aren’t 
what you’d expect. In Japan, Christmas Eve is KFC night. The big 
names in Japan are its crowded cities. 

On the other hand, mountains and forests make up almost 70% of 
Japan. Japan is made up of more than 6,800 different islands. People 
who live on Okunoshima, a small island in the Inland Sea, are known 
for having big ears and being curious.

Takoyaki is a famous dish made of grilled octopus. It is a classic 
summer dish found in Osaka and is a popular festival food all across 
Japan.  

They are small dumplings made of pancake batter, containing small 
pieces of octopus. It consists of pan-fried balls made up of flour, 
dashi (stock), eggs, baking powder, salt, and soy sauce. 

Ingredients are then added with chopped pieces of octopus, green 
onions, ginger and pickled red ginger. The fried balls are also mixed 
in spicy sauce and sprinkled with pieces of fish flakes. 

Takoyaki is often served in paper dishes resembling little boats. The 
Japanese eat them fresh off the hot plate. But you can cool them a 
little to enjoy their yummy taste. 

You can find this dish at high-end restaurants, food festivals and of 
course, on the streets. A street vendor called Tomekichi Endo 
invented this delicious octopus dish in 1935.

Japan – 
International Travel 
Diaries!

 

Image Credit : Canva

Takoyaki – Eat 
Street!

Image Credit : Canva

Brazil offers a visa for “digital nomads!” A digital nomad is a person 
who makes a living by working online from different places that they 
choose (rather than a fixed location). 

Vacations in the sun and sand are usually the first thing that spring to 
mind when you think about Brazil.   The country has a flourishing 
population of digital nomads., In addition, it also has lots of things to 
see and do while you are not working.

The visa for digital nomads in Brazil is known as the Temporary Visa. 
Anyone can submit an application for it at any Brazilian embassy. The 
visa is valid for one year, although it can be extended for a second 
year if necessary. You are free to travel outside of the country and 
then return at any point throughout that period. Employment or a 
relationship with a foreign company is a must.

The Brazilian summer is generally considered to be the greatest time 
to visit the country. This is also the time of year when the majority of 
tourists visit the country. 

Brazil’s first nomad 
colony!

 

Peanut butter is made by grinding roasted peanuts into a paste and 
mixing it with a little bit of salt. Peanut butter is mainly used as a 
bread spread and is very popular in many countries. 

You can eat it in jelly sandwiches, butter cookies, butter candies and 
so on. It is available in two types – crunchy and smooth(creamy). It is 
a balanced energy source that supplies all three macronutrients – 
carbohydrates, Protein and Fat.  

It is also beneficial for growing and rebuilding muscles because it 
contains a lot of protein. Linoleic acid, which is found in high 
quantities in vegetable oils, can also be found in peanut butter. In 
addition, it has trace amounts of the minerals potassium, magnesium, 
and Vitamin E.

However, nutritionists suggest that one should eat only a moderate 
amount of peanut butter. This is because, studies have shown that 
most commercial brands add artificial sweeteners, sugar, vegetable 
oils and trans fat which is harmful to health.

Image Credit : Canva

Peanut butter – 
Healthify!
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
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Albert Einstein Drawing

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Paper Cute craft Snail 🐌
MISS PRASHIKHA

1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

Click on the post title to watch 
the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai
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The Human Body
KUHU Kacher 

3, La Martiniere Girls' College, 
Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

My Expressions

Water Crisis endangers people’s lives 
Student Reporter 

Kolkata, November 20: Out of 70% of water on Earth only 3% is freshwater. And 2% is present in the glaciers & the remaining 
1% is what we all drink and use for our daily lives. 

Still people waste water at a rapid speed throughout the world. They pollute water resources & make it unfit for drinking. 

Today many places are even facing severe water scarcity. Chennai, Tamil Nadu is at the highest peak. In 2019, even there was a 
massive quarrel for water tanks as their main source of water, lake Puzhal had dried up. Places like Maharashtra & Surat had to 
set water timers due to immense shortage of water. 

Also in this type of places water pollution is increasing at a high rate. If no steps are taken towards it, maybe due to 
contaminated water people will suffer from several diseases such as typhoid, cholera, diarrhoea etc. Countries like China, Niger, 
Syria etc are also having the same water crisis. 

People are therefore suffering a lot. But still if people want, they can stop this major issue from increasing. They have to stop 
polluting the water bodies and use only the amount it is required, not more than that. 

Even Government have to look towards this matter for the citizen’s welfare. And specially the citizens, themselves have to do, 
thinking of the leftover amount of water we have still now.

Water Crisis endangers people’s lives The black air,
Which touches the sky,
To face it, it’s a big dare
It’s a need to purify!

When it goes inside lungs,
We get ill,
And it hurt youngs,
We take so many pills!

Though, we know it’s harmful,
But we never cared,
Don’t pollute and be cheerful,
It’s since long, but we are still unprepared!

 It’s making people die,
Birds are falling,
Wherever we go, pollution drops by,
For pollution, let’s together sprawling!

Treat environment as your family and be fare,
Let’s bury every waste in landfills,
Better to get free of this black air,
And clean environment with skills!

Once on a sunny day,
with my brother I was out to play,
But for our mother’s call,
we rushed leaving the toy tea stall.
My mom asked “Try to remember, today what was there?”
“Any fair!”
“Today is the time,
to leave for the mountains by morning 9!”

So we set off during rain,
in a clumsy train.
The sky was soon clear,
and me & my brother got a rhythem there.

Chuk chuk, Chuk chuk peep peep!
the driver behind still sleeps.
Chuk chuk, Chuk chuk peep!
There see the greenery and the lakes deep.

Chuk chuk!
From the train look,
The lush green heavenly place,
of that marvelous palace.

Clean and green versus 
polluted environment

Samaira Akhtar 
2, GLOBAL INDIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, 

ABU DHABI , UAE

Happy Eco friendly Diwali
SANAYA KHATRI

3, Delhi Public School, Sonepat, Sonepat , Haryana

Video -Rain Speech

Video -Dia paper craft activity

MISS PRASHIKHA
1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, Mumbai

Mandala Art
SAMRIDDHA BISWAS

5, TECHNO INDIA GROUP PUBLIC SCHOOL GARIA, 
KOLKATA , WEST BENGAL
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait
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Albert Einstein Drawing

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Paper Cute craft Snail 🐌

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 
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YUKTI
7, MAHESHWARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

INTERNATIONAL

Ganesh Chaturthi

Spinning solar system
KUHU Kacher 

3, La Martiniere Girls' College, 
Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

My Expressions

Leaf art
MISS PRASHIKHA

1, Delhi Public School 
Jankipuram Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

Canvas painting
MISS PRASHIKHA 

1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram 
Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

The Ant and the Cricket Story in 
picture Coloring

KUHU Kacher 
3, La Martiniere Girls' College, 

Lucknow, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
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I am the voice of the people getting bullied,
those who are afraid to speak,
whom the society calls weak,

They are no longer weak my dear!
If you are a bully listen up,
You are not looking cool being mean,
The thing is this way how would you feel if it was you?
If you were me what would you do?

Try and put yourself into my shoes.
I hate that you make me feel so small,
you hurt my feeling to make yourself tall.
Bullying on Facebook can end with a casebook.

Bullying stops here!
Bullying enough already!

If you are being bullied be strong, be a hero, be assertive!
Would you let a person ill-treat you in a way that could harm you,
certainly not right?
Then tell a bully no no no!! not this time.
Tell someone, parents, teachers or an adult until it makes a change.

Do not hit,
Do not punch
Do not take someone’s lunch,
Do not squeeze
Do not tease
Be a friend till the end,
stop and think and understand,
be like a Jesus and hold my hand.
Be kind to everyone,
Be generous with your friendship,
say sorry if you need,
say stop if you need.
Be happy and be a bucket filler.

Say no to bullying

Prisha Saraogi
10, NIOS, Guwahati 

Pranjal Bhimpura
9, Calorx Public School

 Image Credit : Canva
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Jokes Pokes

What kind of tree fits in your hand?

A: A palm tree!

AAVYA KOHLI
2, LMGC

Q: Why did the boy run around his bed?

A: He was trying to catch up on his sleep.

Means of Transport

Funtastic

Erratic
Adjective | ih-rat-ik

having no fixed course; deviating from the norm

I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish, 
but if you wish the wish the witch wishes, 

I won’t wish the wish you wish to wish.

Health is the greatest gift, 
Contentment the greatest wealth, 

Faithfulness the best relationship. - Buddha

A buzy, busy life
When I’ll grow old,
I have my wish to be an 
adventurous, very bold.
Nobody will bother me,
Starting from the spiders
As well as the serpents of the tree.
I’ll be off for the rivers,
massive mountains and forest,
And solve a millions of tricky 
quests.
Swinging on the branches, wading 
through the water,
Walking barefoot, thousands of 
metres.
If the dangers appear,
I’ll gain enough confidence to make 
them disappear.
Life isn’t quite fun in luxury,
but it’s wonderful to be as buzy, 
busy as the bees.

Students Participate Now!

24 Nov
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💐Shri Ganesha Namaha!! 
Yashvardhan Gupta

5, Shalom Hills International School, Gurugram
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Principals’ Interviews 

Videos, Journeys

“The Leap” - 2020 

Teachers’ Day

“The Ed Leaders” -  2021 

World Teachers’ Day

Flavours of the month
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